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Marie J"hod" once rem ...·ked 1l101t "Ocr 40 ye"rl; of rCl;eOllTh Oil heml"!: IIlO(kl of
p~ychologic,,1 development with few concrete result!:, "rrcud will l;lill not go
"w"y." This il; because rreud ;ll;ked the fundamcntal question!: th"t psychology Iws
so farr.1iled to answer. There is a direct parallel between Freud's punic over psychosocial behavior and Piagel's concern with the development of h 11111 "n cogniti\'e
tapacities. for despite all the criticism that has heen aired concerning riagel's methods "nd his stage model. we h:lve no morc sophisticated model to Pllt in it!: place.
No one has as yet 111lswered the flllul:ullental question th"t ri"gel mi!:ed: \Vh:lt is
the nature of the cognitive process th"t leads to competence in cOl11pte~ prohklll
solving? Not only did both men pose the key questions. hut they worked in a very
similar style, building a model from p"instaking and meticulous ohserv:ltiolls.
Although both inductive thillking and their subjective methodology arc currently
unr.1shionahle. their contribulion 10ol11!: I:'lrge.
In this chapter we attempl to hring Piagel's insights in line with new d:lt:l li(ll11
psychology and the hrain scienccs. Our fundament,,1 prel11ise is t'wt Pi:l!!('ti:lll
"stages" arc not unidimensional. applying gloh:llly to every cognili\'e :lhility. Ilo\\'ever, cae" unique cognitive domain will require the SOIllC progression from !:cnsorimotor to symholic or logic:ll transformations. In "ddition, "ge must he HlClor('d
separately from these cognitive progressions. Children and adults undertaking :l
completely novel task Illust begin with its sensorimotor properties, though to sOllle
extent the facility with which :l sensorimotor process can he att:lincd will he diflrr. ent, <kpcnding upon age and ('xperiencc. Therct(lre, what exi!:t!: heyond logical
operations i!: hoth a l:lteralt'xtcn!:ion of existing cognitive strnctures through the
relinement of skills and incrca!:ing knowledge and the posl;ihility of "cC/uiring COI11pletely new cognitive ahilities, hy running through the stages from the heginning.
One of the more intriguing aspects of Piagefs work is that hoth his genetic I'pistemology and his stage model were formulated in tcrm~ of hiologil'al sy!:lell1~.
De~llite the evidence that ha~ accrued over the pa~t 40 year!:, he only hrg:1n to
allempt to ~pecify the hiologi<':ll prncl'!:s(,s lilr his "'nrica'" ll1ech:lIlisll1!: lowa,II Iltl'
end of his life. This heginning h:1s pn)\'l'd extremely \':11u:I"I(', Il('c:lu!:e it hig"Iight!:
the similarities and the distinction helween his epistemology and his slage model
that are so often obscured.
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First and foremost, although Piaget has been credited with developing a philosophical system of epistemology, his theory of knowledge is a biological theory, not
a philosophical one. Piaget never really inquires into the central philosophical
question of whnt a knower knows, the contents of knowledge. lie asks inste:ld,
"/lOll' do orgnnisms know""-n question more relnted to the mechanics of knowing. His genetic epistcmology appcars philosophical because of his cxtraordinnry
capacity for logical analysis, and it is powerful because it is logically consistent,
rather than because it is "scientific." It suggests the way things must "go" if they
are to make any sense nt nil, and it leads the way to a search for mechanism.
Dy contrast, Piagel's singe model is derived from observational data. It is not a
biological model, but an inductive theory based on a set of phenomena. What is
puzzling about Piaget's stage theory is that it seems to have so little in common
with his epistemology. There is no way one could predict the nature of his genetic
epistemology from his stage model, or predict stages from his epistemology. In fact,
one of Piaget's frequent assertions is that the acquisition of knowledge is continuous: "knowledge is a continuous construction" (1970a), which appears on its face
to contradict the notion of age-related abrupt changes in "state."
To address the question of whether or not a stage model can continue to apply
at levels beyond logical operations, we will attempt to reassess Piaget in three ways.
First, we will discuss his genetic epistemology in the light of our interpretation of
recent data. Second, we will explore the evidence for an age-related theory of stage.
Finally, we will attempt to show how "stages" become redeployed as conte:'tt·
dependent "states" invoked in every new learning experience irrespective of the
age of the subject.
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Genetic Epistemology

Equilibration
The central concept in Piagel's epistemology is that of equilibration. In Piaget's
description of this concept he refers to two fundamental issues. The first is the question of biological versus environmental determinism, the quintessence of the
nature-nurture debate. In dealing with this issue he refers to the process of envi·
ronment-structure interaction. Here the organism serves as the field for multiple
interactions or transformations, wl)ile maintaining stability in overall form through
a set of invariant relationships, through what he terms cOllSe1"l'ation. Whereas
"transformations" represent his solution to a biological-environmental interaction, "conservation" is much more akin to Cannon's notion of homeostasis. The
purpose of equilibration is to achieve a stable state in an open environment-organ·
ism i n t e r a c t i o n . ": ~!
Equilibration is a "process," a cycle of approximations to a state that is never .
totally satisfied. In common language, equilibration has three characteristics: (I)
entails active compensations to environmental change; (2) it operates to maintain .:.~
internal coherence; and (3) it represents an ongoing search beyond the current sta· '?
tllS quo (an aspect that makes equilibration a misnomer). Piaget ha5 stated that the t
process of equilibration can take place by means of these three "mechanisms," ;'~
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which hc namcs (I) a1ttor('glfltltion, which cnsures that thc organism remains stahle
whilc adapting to thc environmcnt; (2) a mechanism for aCfiol/, which is \lolh n
condition for and a consequencc of behavior and which operntes on the enviroll.
ment to ad:\Jlt it to the organism; and (3) d('cenfrati011, which opemlt's 10 cxlelld
behavior away from stahility.
Cognition enters the picture as the result of the transforl1laliom and comllllclions that occur in the cycles of "assimilation" (determinrd hy ;lIIlorrglllntion) nnll
"accommodation" (determined hy aclion) hy which the orgnnism internels wilh Ihl'
environment (1936, 1952c). The relnlionship hetwcen assill1ilnlion [II III [1('('OIll·
modalion and neural systems has been discusscd in dctail (prihram, 1969; I'rihrnlll
& Melges, 1969).
Autor('gulation

In his writing from the mid-I960s to the early 1970s, Piagel hrgnn 10 specify in
more detail exactly how he conceived the mech:mism of nutorqwlation. l1e snw
this as a set of dynamic, endogenously organized processes rather than as stntic
endogenous "structures" as he helicved Chomsky and Lorenz (,ollccivcd them. The
notion of autoregulation is much more in keeping with Waddington's (1975) idrn
of homeorhesis, which is a continuously changing self-org;1I1i7ing process. And
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although Piagct uscs the ternl equilibration, his hleaning i!'
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gine and Stengers (1984), who have identified processes chnractC'ri7cd hy temporary
stabilities "rhr from equilibrium," which depend on nuxes constrained hy initial
conditions and the context in which they occur.
Autoregulatory mechanisms arc involved at all levels of the system and includl'
cognitive operations. These I1H'chanisms set the overall pallern of constraints 011
'~'.

the whole that oJlerate down\vnrd in the syslcnl on its parts.
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the level of the cell, where as Paul Weiss (1969) had noted, the totrllity (If the cell
is more stable than the activity of its elements, and in highrr levels oforgrll1i7.ation,
.. where there is a continuing h:lJancc hetween the oJlen progr:lI11 of pnrts or:t !C;)'!\;1rnl
and the more closed and stable properties of the whole. Pingel's view of the alltnregulatory process is more related to cybernetics, with interlocking fcrdhack sys.:. terns, than to a balance of "forces" as conceived in classical physics. Ashhy (I%n)
.< ond Pribram (197 I, Chaps. 5 and 14) have proposed formal models of such sdf~';r organizing autoregulatory processes based on the ubiquitous pllrallcl proce.5sing
:.:~. connectivities of the nervous system. These have the property of integrating fecel.~.~. " back closed-loop processes, which gives rise to open-loop fecd-forward mechanislm
!. that make voluntrlry action possihle. An example of a feed-forw;ml process is the
:". temperature regulator on a thermostat. A thermostat ordinarily acts as a negntiv('
:: fet'dbaek mechanism, entirely regulated by the changes in the room temperatlll'l'
,:::: effecting the expansion and contraction of two metal tips. However, hy adding nn
'): external regulator that controls the position of the metal tips, the circuit c:ln he
.. ;~ manipulated independently and in parallel with the effects produced hy the trlll:;:i perature in the room. The system, in other words, comes under "feed-forwnrd"
:~',; voluntary control.
;~.
The internal neural organization of organisms imposes constraints on this
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assimilative process. Pi:igcl cjil()ics Waddillgioii (~ee also Prihral1l, 1971) to the
effect that, just as tissue must be "competent" to respond to an inductor in embryonic dcvelopment, nCllfal systems mllst bc "competent"to proccss sigllals from the
environmcnt. It will not be lost on somc readcrs that in thc eX:Hnplc oftissllc competence in induction, Piaget has one p,ossible mechanism for his stage model in the
concept of "critical periods." This issue will be taken up below, but Piagers failure
to seize on this idea is a puzzling example of how his epistemology and stage model
have not been brought into harmony.'
Piaget in 1972 also refers to Pribram's work on the central regulation of input
to the senses in the context of autoregulation, suggesting that he saw autoregulation
as governed by two sets of constraints. The first represents the competencies of the
sensorimotor systems to respond to: events in the environment (an information
processing system), and the second, the competencies of control systems to filter
out unwanted events (an attentionalmechanism). Piaget saw these as two parts of
a single process, whereas we have come to view them as independent processes
originating in different neural systems (Pribram & McGuinness, 1975).

Actioll
So f.,r we have discussed autoregulation only in terms of its impact on sensory and
attentional processing, but one of the key aspects of Piagel's epistemology is the
great importance he places on action as a critical variable in the development of
cognitive systems. In 1967 he states ,hat the most manifest characteristic of life is
that it is the "creator of forms"; it is "invention." Action accommodates the envi·
ronm~nt in the sense that the environment can provide constraints or "totalities,"
within which the organism behaves. Action is the essence of creation and invention
because it is an operator by which a self-organizing system changes its environment. At the same time, action is integral in the formation of competencies, in that
competence is demonstrated by its response-ability, the ability of a system to
"respond" (i.e., to be ch:lllenged and changed). Competencies regulate both the
range of possibilities and the actual configuration of a response.
At the most primitive level actions are generated by neurobchavioral rhythmicities and emerge in reflexes, which are the earliest observable actions. A major turning point in the development of acts is the onset of coordinations. Both ontogenet· !
ieally and phylogenetic:ll1y, the connection between stimulus and response weakens
with time and with evolution. In the most primitive systems the response is temporally bound to the stimulus. The S-R connection is truly reflexive. In higher '
organisms, control systems make it possible to impose a delay between the input ,
and the reaction. The delay allows the organism to block reflex action either by :
stopping the behavior entirely or by the substitution of a new response. In other
words, control systems allow for ref/ection instead of reflexion. (The similarity 10,
Freud's concept of ego functions is striking; see Pribram & Gil1, 1976, Chap. 2.),'
Intentional acts, in particular, depend upon the coordination of means and ends.'
Meatis are delermined by intentions, but intentions must be in accord with possible'
action. Piagel discusses two mechanisms that arc neccssary for coordinated action.
The first is an energizing clement; the second is the existence of structure in both

neural and phy~ical ~y~tems that nllow the aClion to occur. Ilow ~trllclun'~ hc('oll,,'
energi7.ed i~ developed in the concept of decentration.

Drcel/tI"Qt;on
Dccentration involves the coordinalion of autoregulalion wilh action. Oc('("nlrn.tion is invoked to account lilr the I:,ct that the houl1(laric~ of aclion continue 10
increase. That is, although the organi~1l1 retains an e~~ential ~tnhility or "integrity,"
action can go heyond this stnhility and need not function ~oldy to bring the OIg:lnism back to equilihrium. The cnpndty of nction systems to go heyond stahility
means that new problem-solving cnp:lhilities can emerge. lind Prigoginr's in~ir.hts
into the creation of stabiliti("s far frOI11 equilibrium been avnilahle to Piagel. the
concept of decentration would undouhtedly have had a greater mathematical :111<1
biological foundation. Nevcrthcless. Pi:lget was ahle to ~ee the illlpnrlnnce of thc
coordination ofautoregulntion and nction as the critical faetills inilinling th(" process of intentionality, or the awarene~~ of self. In the snme ~en~e, action (including
speech and thought) forms the basis for new stages of development.

Ncural Mechanisms ofCo//trol
Neither Piaget nor neurop~ychologi~ts working on hrain models hnve, until
recently, had access to Prigogine's di~coveries. As noted earlier, Piaget used the
concept of"equilihration" incorrectly. Similarly, neuro~eientists ~tlldying cognili\'(~
brain function have generally u~ed the concept of "control," ralher than framinp,
their theories in terms of extension~ away from equilibrium to new stnbilitie~. I'ri[togine's solutions could provide a far more powerful explanation of how hirrnrchical cognitive processes come to be estahlished. Not only this, but viewing novd
organi7.ations of subsystems as new "stahilities" could help to explnin how certnin
of these orgnni7.ations tnke on a life of their own and apllenr as "ahrupt chnnge~ ill
state."
It is not appropriate here to pre~ent a detailed account of the neural stfllctlll'(,,~
involved in autoregulation, action, an<l decentration. lIowever. it ha~ heen po~~ihlc
from research using animal models to di~tinguish three major ~ystems that opcrntc
as controls on attention and learning (pribram & McGuinne!'s, 1975). The~e arc
systems anchored in corebrain system~ and operate outward onto cortiCal systems.
One system, centered on the amygdala, re~pond~ to chnnge~ or shin~ in recmn'nt
regularities of input, oOen thought of as "novelty." Thi~ is called an "orirntill/!-·
habituation" system or an "arousnl" ~y~tem nnd has many of the properti("~ of
Piaget's autoregulation mechanism. A ~econd system, which ha~ a hrain ~telll reflex
component, comes to be centered on the hasnl ganglia of the forehrain. This syslcIIl
regulates action, in Piaget'~ sense of the word, by establishing :i sct or hins to
respond and is called a "readine~s" or "activation" sy~tem. The~c two systel11~ net
reciproc:llly on the function'i of the primary sen~orimotor proiection ~yste,m (SpiI '...
nelli & Pribram, 1966, 1967; La~~(ll1(le, Ptito, & Prihrnl11, 19R I), :111<1 in yOllng
;~.!~
';¥,. inf:lnt!', when 1110~t ~timuli :ll'e "novel." they work l110re or ks'i in t:lIIdcm.
.;..
.. ','
Over time the primary ~en~orimotor systems cOl11e to regulnte hahitual beha\'.;:~:
~.-
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ior without the interventiOli of these two control medialilsrns. Instead. a third system, the hippocampus, comes to operate as a high-level override on the reciprocal
. relationship between the orienting and the activation systems. This third system,
called an "effort" system, increases nexibility by biasing behavior toward risk (Spevak & Pribram, 1973). This system shares the properties Piaget attributes to
decentration.
Cogllitive Del'e/opmellt

It can be seen from this brief overview that the mechanisms Piaget sought do exist
and that they fulfill his requirements of how the processes mllst operate. However,
for Piaget, as for most cognitive neuropsychologists, the problem of how these separate systems effect the development of complex cognitive organi7.ations has not
been solved. This seems to be the central problem in the schism between the neurosciences and cognitive psychology per se, as it is between Piaget's 011'11 difficulties
in reconciling his genetic epistemology with his stage model.
Before we move on to a discussion of this issue, it is of interest to consider the
role that development played in Pia get's epistemological theory. He was very specific in his view that the affective domain was anchored in an energy concept, or in
his terminology: "energetics." About this domain Piaget had little to say (in contrast to Freud and his followers). It was a shortcoming in his model that he
acknowledged. Cognitive development, on the other hand, received much more
careful attention and was conceived of as largely due to structures that cleveloped
during an interaction with the environment. As noted, Piaget's definition of structure differed from that of Chomsky and Lorenz. For Piaget, structure or schema
simply embodied a syst('11/ n.rtrall.~ro"lIIations. These transformations constituted
"wholes" in which various elements are organized according to laws. However, the
laws are never specified. During cognitive development, three categories of schemata playa predominant role.
The first he called i1H'('rsiom, which are structures arising from rhythmic or repetitious movement, based largely upon autoregulatory processes. These movements subsequently lead to "habit schemata" involving coordinated actions. Ultimately, the child is able to gain conscious control over these actions in what Piaget
calls secondary or tertiary circular reactions. These arc "procedures which make
interesting things last." In other words, Piaget is describing the point at which the
child achieves voluntary control over reOexive movement.
Second are im·entions. or "action schemata," wherein an action arising from
reOex organization moves through voluntary control of repetitive movement to the
initiation of a completely novel act. Experimentation, defined as employing a variety of means to the same end, is one way that secondary and tertiary circular reactions arc accomplished. For Piaget the concept of an "act" always included the
totality of the action schema, that is. the stimulus to be operated upon, the behavior, and the outcome. This need not always involve physical movements. As Piagct
noted (i 936, 1952c) "operations" are "acts" that are carried Ollt symbolically. They
arc "mental inventions." In 1972 he made the distinction between an operation
and an object schema: "An operation is hot the representation ofa transformation,
it is in itselfan object transformation, but one that can be done symbolically, which

I

il> by no mean!; the same thin~. Thu!; an operation remains an action and i!; Il',hwrd
neither to a figure nor to a !;ymhol."
Finally there is r('olity cOIls/rue/ioll. which aril>es from decl'ntr:ltion. This kr"Is
to the separation of self from objects in the world :Hut ultimately til ahl>lrrtd
schemes such as object permanence, !;chemes of !;pace-time, and !;che",e!; of nlllsality. Piaget makes it very clcllr thl'lt ab!;tract schema develo(l from the cn(lrtcily III
distancc one!;elf from even I!;. rather than hy heing incorporaled into Ihelll. 11 llJir-hl
be noted that this idea ha!; interesting philo!;ophical implic:llinns. rSI'l'ri:llly :IS il
hm; hecome pOJllllar to view modrrll m:ln a!; overly "distanced" or ":lIirll:'llctl"
from his environment. Piagrl would considr,r this "dislance" or "ohjrctivity" tn hI'
,a sign of a higher cognitive level.

I

The Stage Model
i
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From the preceding discu!;!;ion it can he seen that current evidence is COI11Il:llihlc
with Piagel's biological epi!;lemology. and we have no quarrel wilh his aPPf<J:ll'h.
A problem docs arise, however, when one uses his genetic e(lislemology 10 predirt
how age-dependent stages might he organized or indeed whelher thry e"en exist.
In addition, apart from the f.,ct that his epistemology and hi!; !;Inge "'odel of development have an uneasy fit, there arc further problem!; with Pingel's !;tages. foil'st.
Piaget employs the notions of cognitive development. intrllrctllnl devdopllll'llt.
and development of 10gico-l11athematicnl operations interchangrllhly throughoul
his writings. In general his singe model is based upon his obsrrvlltions of logirnl
operations, and this is too limited to have broad impliclltions. As he hilmelfpoints
out:
The stales of intellectual development form a privileged case and we cannot grnerali7.e them to other fields. If, for example, we take the devrlnpment of a child's
pe'rceptinn or the devdot1l11rllt nf lanp,nagr, we ohsrrvc a Clll11plrtrly tlinhrnl :llld
much grl'alCr continuity, Ihall ill Ihe Iidd of tllgico-lIIalhel11alil'allll!l'l:llinns 11972,
p.49).

This of course rai!;es the immediate problem of whether or not logico-m:llhemalical thinking Clln be sepamled from other forms of thought and if it can. how
one would draw the appropriate boundarie!;. But the mlljor difficulty hrre is that in
using the terms cognitil'e or ;111('/leclllal rather than logim·mathcl/la/;cal. Piaget has
misled many scholars into believing that his stages were representative of all cognitive development.
A second problem arises from the result!; of research that seriou!;ly chllllen/!l.'s
the sCQuence of the landmarks that Pillgel adopts for his stage!; and !;ubstagcs. NIlI
only this, but research findings have also challenged the characteristic!; of Ihe
schemes that Piaget claims to have identified (see Flavell, 1985). Rrcall that the
scn!;orimolor period consists of!;h stages that follow 0111.' another in a sl'l'cific
order. Object permanence is expected to ari!;e llt stllge 4 and imit:ttion 111 stage 6.
Studies by Bower (1966. 1982) and by Charlesworth (1966). howcver. show Ihat
object permanence is established as early as stage 3. Mclt7.0ff and Moore (1977)
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have evidence that imitation, presumed to require "symbolic representation," can
be demonstrated shortly after birth at 12-21 days.
Furthermore, in a summary of studies on psychotic children performing Piagetian tasks, Cowan (1978) points out that a re~examination of the "notion of necessary sequence" is essential to explain how "older psychotic children and adults
achieve beginning conservations (concrete operations) without having established
schemes of object permanence (sensory-motor period)" (p. 337).
Some of this confusion is due to the fact that object permanence has at least
two meanings. Ohe refers to "object constancy," or identification, and the other to
"permanence" in memory during distraction. Thus, Bower and Wishart (1972)
found that infants who failed the standard version of the object permanence test
did reach for the vanished object when the room lights were off. This suggests that
one of the problems children face in learning about the world is their high distractibility (i.e., failure to habituate an orienting reaction) and that failure in Piaget's
task occurs for entirely different reasons than the ones he specified (see also Anderson et aI., 1976). Also, Uzgiris and Hunt (1975) report a different and larger set of
landmarks in the sensorimotor stage when they were constructing scales for infant
assessment. It docs not appear possible at this point to determine whether landmarks or stages of development (other than perhaps reaching, walking, and talking)
are real. or merely a product of the investigator's own categorizing system and
imagination. Jn all the various ways of demonstrating object permanence (pulling
away the cloth, showing surprise, or reaching in the dark) arc we measuring distractibility, motor skills, emotionality, or visual short-tertii memory? That is, docs
object permanence arise not because of achieving some higher-order abstraction,
but because of the development of some lower-level capacity?
Finally, even when a particular skill is investigated, regardle!!s of the sequence
in which it appears, it has been observed many times that the demonstration of the
scheme may not be simultaneous with it!! construction. This is an old problem in
developmental psychology and is especially familiar to psycholinguists. It has been
suggested by one of us (Pirnazar) that as differentiation between qualities of objects
(object constancy) begins at birth, this differentiation process may ultimately
underpin object permanence. For example, an infant comes to discriminate the
sensory and motor distinctions he experiences when sucking at his mother's nipple;
and on his thumb. After several repetitions of finding the thumb and sucking it, it:
soon becomes a fixed habit. The images of the thumb in terms of sensations of
movement, taste, comfort, and so on, remain when the sensations are absent (per,
manence), and the real experience can be reinstated. The fact that he can volun"
tarily locate his thumb and bring it to his mouth indicates that he has a sense of
the permanence of an object. It does not guarantee, however, that he will be able
to pass any test designed to measure this aptitude.
This example suggests that object constancy and resistance to distractibility arc
not related to one another in a linear progression, but develop in parallel. This
suggestion is supported by neurophysiological data that clearly dissociate con·
stancy, the extraction of invarianccs in the formation of object percepts, from pcrmanence, the maintenance in awareness of these percepts. Distractibility during the
performance of an object permanence task (temporarily hiding a piece of food) is

increased by lesions of the f.1r fronlal corlex (Anderson el al .. I'Hti). whrrcas nlllslaney (e.g., ofsi7.e) is impaired by poslerior lesions 10 the perislriale corlex (1 'n/!rrlcider et aI., 1971). The developmenlal "sequence" of perfilrmance hasrl! UpOIl
these competencies occurs as follows: The function of nrllral syslems of Ihr posterior cortical convexity enters in the formation of percepls of Ihrce-dimcnsional
ohjects. irrespective of the angle of view, fly means of automatic cross-correia lions
of a large number of visual images. In other words, this parI of Ihe hmin cltllarls
invariances (Pribmm. 1990). Once the hr:lin has coded Ihese invarianccs (Ihulllbs
do not turn inlo nipples), ohject permanence is a necessary cOllsequellce. nul ohjcrI
permanence is also affected fly distmction, and the ahilily 10 resisl dislr:wlion
develops more slowly, because the fronlal lobes arc laIc to mature in comparison
wilh the posterior visual systems (sec review article hy Prihmm. 19Rfih). This lI1alumtion process is more in accord wilh a sl:lge model. Object calcgori7.alioll. Oil Ihc
other hand, is dependent upon the amolllll of expm;ure to slimulus pallerns :lIId
their reinforcement history.
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Cognitive Operators
,~

,

"ecause of the problems with Piagel's Stage Model, we wish to develop a sOlllewhat
different approach to "stages," one that is more akin to Piaget's genetic epislcllIology. A central difficulty with the term stag£', as used in Pillgel'!'! theories of hchavioral development, is that it confounds two distinct llspects of development. Firsl,
developmental chllnges that occur :IS a function of llge c:lnnot simply he dismisscd.
,.;
The slow maturation of the frontal lobes is matched by the finding that ccrtain
problems are solved with different strategies at different ages. At the same lime Ihis
elTect is dependent upon the sequential nature of development in wllich each stage
of a sequence is contingent upon a prior stage of processing.
In addressing cognitive development, we would like to suggest th:lt all cognilive
processes, or some subsets. SlIch :IS problem-solving routines, undergo "stnges" l1Il1l
',;,
that these occur independently of mllturation. An example might he the development of software for a computer system. "Machine language" could be thought of
as analogous to a sensorimotor st:lge; the creation of "llssemblers," a!l involving
operational processes; and the creation of high-Ievcllanguage!l, as akin to transformational structures.
The dissociation of cognitive stages from age-reillted developmentlll sl:lgcs Iws
several consequences. First, it allows for the fact th:lt liS children become skillcd
processors, they can run through st:lges more rapidly and in cert:lin conlrxls can
even skip a stage. For eXlll11ple, lin adult "dyslexic" rCl11ediatcd for sensorimolor
deficiencics could advance immedialely to an adult reading vocllbul:lry. A second
..
'-'; .
and related fact is that the utilization of an appropriate stage depends liS 11111ch on
context as on age. Finally, only the el£'I/1£'flts of classes of cognitive skills would he
expected to show plateaus. This would result in the fhilure to find !lupport (ilr fix,,"
st:lges when the elements rssenlialto s1lccessful perform:lllce 011 llny lask hnd nol
.
been correctly idcntified by the investigator.
-(' ;'
In short, we are suggesting that in additioll to age-I'el:lled developmenl:ll sl:lges
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apply in some circumstanres, such ns tangihle rral-world situaliolls, hut not in ('Ih·
ers; otherwise "Piageti:ll1 SInges" would npply only to Pingeti:lIl tasks, nnd a gcnnal
theory of invariant stnges would collnpse.
More pertinent is the cxnmple of the f.,ilure of many college women to f""llhe
correct solution to Piaget's wnter level task, in which snh.iects nrc ('l(pcctcd to ,ltnw
a line representing water in a tilled pilcher. The solution is supposed 10 enll'l r,e
between the ages of 7 and II years, during the stage of concretc operalions. This
f.,ilure is not due to a misunderstanding of the "concrclc" ;lspecls of Ihe l:lsk,
because even aOer the principle hns heen thoroughly explnincd. and the wonH'n
appear to understand, they still cannot perform accurately (Thomns et nl.• 197.1:
Liben & Golbeck, 1984). So f.,r, the only evidence thnt can account for Ihis s('~
difference comes from two sets of dnta. first, there is a high correlation helwcell
tests of visuospatial ability (exemplified by 2-1> drawings of J-J> shnpes) :lnd
Pingel's water-level problem. females from the ages of ahoul 12-14 years tenll III
score between one half to one stnndnnl deviation helow the males on these "is,,"spatial tests. Second, femnles score below males on tests requiring the constlllclion
of three-dimensional ohjects from about four years of ;lge (McGuinness, 19R.~).
despite the rhct that they perform equally .well on two-dimensional conslrtlelions.
Our explanation of this sex difference is that there is a failure 011 the pari of
females to create the appropriate sensorimotor scheme of objectl11ovemenl in thrre
dimensions, initially. Thnt this is due to the lack of sensorimotor ;/1f('gmf;o/1 S('CIllS
more likely, as no tests of primary visual processing (acuity, convergencc, slneopsis, depth perception, elc.) have been found to correlate with visuospatinl rlhilily
(McGuinness & Drabyn, 11)84; McGuinness & Pribram. 197R).
Finally, hyperactive children, whose nmin problem appears to he thrlt they COIItinue to want to learn by putting their hands into the world, show by this behn\'ior
an extreme tendency to rerllain in the sensorimotor stage. Yet thcse childrell h:l\'e
no deficit in Piagetian tasks or any other cognitive task~. and in sOl11e slllllie~ they
have actually been found to be superior to their controls on nhstrart ren~oning
(Kroener, 1975).
We would suggest that in lenrning 01/.1' cognitive operation n new ~en~nrilllnlnr
scheme must be evolved. first, the relevant invariant units cs~cntiallo the solution
of the task must be discriminated through repetition or interest. Second. the rlppmpriate action patterns or skills l11ust be acquired. Third, these perceptions :11111
actions must be coordinated and inlegrated to the point where a tmnsformntion
has been achieved. This transformation is initiated through decenlrntion, whirh
allows a higher level of abstraction (hierarchical) to emerge in which the scmmrimotor components of the task hecome one integrated unit, or chunk, and thc pmcess runs off automatically without conscious effort. This is the essence of \\'Iwt
Piaget describes as "autoregulat ion."
Over time these higher-order abstractions can be integrated inlo further ahslr rtrtions, so that the initial operations required by the scheme are lost to irnlllcdirtlc
awareness or even to memory. If you a~k mathematician~ "how" they think when
they are solving prohlem~ in nlgehrn or geometry, they will w;nrtlly he una hie 10 Idl
you. This may seem like typical behavior on the part of inarticulatc mnihelll:llidans, until one considers questions closer to home, such as, "How did you learn
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'(critical periods, and the timing of maturation of specific brain systems). there are
also cognitive stages that are specific to certain problem sets. These stages are so
.intertwined in each culture's educational process that they appear inseparable.

Idel/tifying Elemel/ts
Several examples will illustrate how a difficulty in any specific domain is independent of other cognitive operations and will spell failure whatever the age of the
subject. The most cogent example is that of reading failure in subjects who are well
beyond the level of logical operations. In fhct, studies have shown that in fhmilies
with a predisposition to dyslexia across several generations, vislJospatial reasoning
(concrete and logical operations) is actua,lIy superior to that in control subjects who
show normal reading skills (Decker & DeFries, 1980; Smith. 1982). Clearly, the
predisposition to dyslexia cannot be accounted for by a failure to achieve the appropriate cognitive stage for learning to read-for example, the misapprehension of
symbolic representation or some related cognitive deficit. The evidence is now conclusive that reading failure is in large part due to a deficiency in sensorimotor processing. Poor readers of all ages consistently f.1il in tasks that measure phonemic
discrimination in both written and spoken language (Calfee et aI., 1973; Liberman
& Mann, 1981 ~ McGuinness, 1981; B1achman, 1982; Smith, 1982). Moreover, these
same subjects show a deficiency in sequential motor nuency both in purely manual
operations and in speech and decoding (Smith, 1982; Badian. 1982).
Training programs designed to improve phonemic decoding. especially in conjunction with training in articulatory regulation, have been uniformly successful in
teaching subjects to read (see McGuinness, 1981, 1985). The most dramatic results
have come from those prog.rams that integrate the perceptual and motor tasks. This
allows for the development of new transformations and enhances the nuency with
which the operations can be executed, thus reducing the load on short-term memory. The result is a change in competency that allows larger units. or "chunks," to
be encoded into short-term or working memory. Pribram (1971) has argued that,
once developed, attention span or the capacity of working memory remains relatively fixed and that what appears as a change in capacity is in actuality a change
in competence. or the ability to chunk the operations into more complex units. This
is supported by the fact that short-term memory studies reveal that the absolute
number of items retained in a sequence varies between modalities lI'ithi" each individual, depending upon their competence to process information in that mode
(Tallal & Stark, 1982).
Of course, what we are saying is not incompatible with an age-related stage
model in the sense that no advanced stage can be achieved prior to the more primitive stage, in this case sensorimotor coding. It could be argued that this is merely
another example verifying Piagel's the'ory of "invariant sequences." Yet one has a
very uncomfortable feeling about a stage model in which adults, afier years of
schooling, have bypassed the sensorimotor period but nevertheless are fully aware
of the "Iogical" properties of a writing system, that it is symbolic, phonemic, and
so forth. A writing system is a code and belongs in Piagel's category oflogical-mathematical operations. Nor is it any more convincing to argue that Piagel's stages only
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children were eqllnl to Scotti~h children in accuracy. Yet when a~k<,d to Imild a
r<,plica from a 2-D pictorial repre~rntation. many of the Ghanaian child,C'n (,(1Il111
not complete the task (Jahoda, 1979). This iIIu~trates that the capacity to pC''''lIl11
at the level of concrete oprrations can he (lemunstratC'd to hC' C'quivalC'nt nw:s'(,I1Iturally under one set of still1ulus conditions but llollel\lIivaknt ill anuthC'r. ()I"'iollsly. the Ghanaian children had had less exposure to piclorial rC'presC'nlaliom:.
Rut the same argument might he applied to the 3-D hlocks. whirh werC' equally
novel to these children. flow, then. docs one determine which "~tagC''' Ihe Ulwllaian children had reached? Quile apart from the~e data. Ienglhy ex pmurC' 10 specific
materials does not guarantee that higher stages will autoll1aticnlly he rC'ach<,d. if the
initial sensorimotor progr:lll1S arc not developed. We have already discussed !;r\TH'
reading dclnys. and the same prohlem arises in mnthenwtics. ('ollr[!oe studrnts olh-Il
begin geometry or calculus with no understnnding of the COI/CH'(r prinriplrs
involved. The most efficient and lasting teaching melhod. ns piolleered hy f);",illson nt the University of Mass:lchusetts (sec McGuinness, 19R5). is to t(,rlch 'he
entire course in the concr('le mode, or. in other words. :II the s(,llsnrill1olnr level.
Second. we have a good deal of evidence of the importnnce of"crilical periods"
in the developmental progression. Critical periods for visunl perception have hC'C'n
worked out in detail in the rat nnd the cal and are found to he extrell1e1y rdiahle.
Furthermore, unit recordings in cat visual cortex have shown thnt ench cell ill the
brafn has specific innate sen~itivitie~ to certnin properties in the environment. ~u('h
as velocity of movement nnd orientation. and that with u~e the "tuning" in IhC'se
cells becomes sharper and sharper (di~crimillation). In highly con~lmined C'nvirollments, or freak environments. Ihese cells either lose their original sensitivity or s('\
up new sensitivities. In extreme conditions, such ns the absence of light. thC' rdls
stop functioning. and if this occurs at certain periods of time, the animal hccolllc~
functionally blind (Hubel & Wiesel, 1963).
Not only this, but complex cognitive functions in hum:lIls show the elfcrt of
extreme environments. Perhaps the he~t exnmple is Genic. who when found at lhe
age of 12 years in n Los Angeles hedroom hml no langunge :lIld hnd Iward no one
speak. Aner severnl years oftrnining. (Jenie'~ language skills wC're idenlical to thn~c
of the greal apes, with a severely restricted vocabulary employed in two- to tlu('('word strings (Curtiss et al., 1974). The "criticnl period" for language developmcnt
appeared to hnve passed. and nlthough she had spent as much if not more lilllC' in
language training than the ordinary flve-year-old, she could not even come close to
a five-year-old in language skills.
Piaget tended to avoid an emphasis on maturntional theoriC's. hecausC' he
wished to promote his cen'ralthe~is ofa biological-environ menIal interaclion. !'erhaps Piaget, like Freud, although trained in hiology, wi~hed to a\'oid the prohlrms
inherent in a strict biologicnl or genetic determinism that underpinncd social \):11winism. Not only docs such an extreme position have profilllnd social (nmrQ"ences, but it negates Ihe impact of the environment in shaping cognitive dC'\'dopl11ent. Yet both Piagetian and Freudian. theories arc es~entially thcorie~ of
"mechanism." and a truly "interactive" appro:l('h h:ls '" lake into aeronnl the
inhllilt constrnints of the machine. One of Ihe~e constrainls i~ th:lt "curon~ :11'('
primed for cerlnin type~ of input. When this input docs not l11aterinli7c. aggrcgaks
of these cells arc adopted into other neural networks.
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to read?" "What is it that you sec when you look at that word?" The fact is that
good readers don't actually "sec" the word at all; they arc only aware of its
• meaning.
It is imporlant to note Ihat we have not been descrihing minute pockets of the
population. About 15 percent of all hoys are diagnosed as dyslexic. Approximately
50 percent of college women fail Piaget's water-level test. We have cited these
extreme examples rather than using the cross-cultural data that show large discrepancies between the ages at which children of different cultural backgrounds reach
various Piagetian stages. The Geneva counterargument has always been that the
necessary experience had not taken place for the various schemes essential to each
slllge to emerge. This is taken to indicate that the same sequence of stages would
be found irrespective of the large delays in children of some cultures. This argument becomes less valid when applied to adults who have been raised in the same
culture, attended the same schools. and had identical educationnl bgackgrounds. In
fact, an across-the-board theory of invariant sequences determined merely hy exposure becomes completely untenable, and such a stage model must collapse. When
using Piaget's epistemological model, however, we find no contradiction. As interpreted by us in the suggestions of cognitive specific stages, this model is sufficiently
nexible to allow for failure to arise in anyone component of a particular process at
any age.
COI'ar;a(;o/l

We cannot construe any of the preceding to mean that we can ignore age changes
as a factor in cognitive development. Too many talented and shrewd observers of
behavior have independently come to the conception of stages-including Freud
(1949), Sullivan (1953a), and Berne (1961 )-to dismiss the concept entirely. Furthermore, these stages arc remarkably similar in essential respects. For example,
Freud's oral stage, Sullivan's prototaxie and Berne's "child" are essentially sensorimotor in character. Freud's anal, Berne's "parent," and Sullivan's pnratnxic stages
are essentially devoted to developing voluntary control. Finally, Freud's sexual,
Berne's "adult," and Sullivan's syntactic stages all involve communicative transformations. However, just as in the' case of cognitive development, recent stage
models, most especially Derne's, emphasize that these stages are really "states" that
depend more upon context than upon age.
So far our account cannot explain the fact that by and large //lost children do
appear to develop certain logical capacities at certain times. There are two ways
that this characteristic of "stages" could be explained. The first is simply due to
COllcurrellce-that is, given similar c~ltural and educational backgrounds, children
will begin to integrate (transform) certain types of sensory and motor experience at
the same time. Once these transformations are sufficiently internalized and become
automatic, they lead to a shift in logical thought that is qualitatively different. By
this explanation, there would be periods of continuous development, followed by
sudden shifts to a new level of underst,lI1ding, a new "stage." This process would
be Inrgely independent of age but would entail "invariant" sequences.
For example, in a comparison of the performance of children in two cultures
who were asked to construct a replica of a model built from 3-0 blocks, Ghanaian
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y~i~ repl;lce~ the effortlc~~ ;lnd ~emiautomntic proces~ing ch:lIncleri~lir or
childhood.
The second nnd related issue, that of the continuity of st;lle·tmnsforll1ntiflllal
processes, concerns the prohlem of sequenlinl timin~ mther thnn nhsolt'le tillH'
dependent upon chronologienl age. One interesling r.'1cet of the rese;llTh on this
issue is thaI the resulls of such studies cnn shed considemhle light on the qllestion
of sensitive periods. It has heen suggested thaI failure in cerlnin higher.order ;lplitudes is crented initially by poor semmrimotor processing. Ir these skills ('nn he
(aUK/II nt nny nge, by the process of exclusion, one cnn obtnin n den reI' pirtllle of
which cognitive abilities are more relnted to absolute time than to scquentinl tillle.
Take for example, the problem discussed earlier on adult dy~lcxics. New techniqnes
have revealed thai the delicit is due nlmosl entirely·to the f;lilure to develop the
fine discrimination in both sensory nnd motor domains thnt is required dming the
initial learning stage. Unlike langunge-deprived children and those lenrning n sc('ond language, these adults Icnrn to rend once the missing snhrolltines nrc in 1'1:1("('.
Furthermore their reading rnpidly cntches up to normnl limits if they nrc of normnl
intelligcnce in other respects (McGuinness, 19R5).
Docs this ability to catch up apply to other cognitive domain~? Whnl :1f(' Ihe
subroutines underpinning mnlhcmatical competence? Thnl thi~ nlso depend~ upon
sensorimotor competencies that can be mastered in adulthood i~ suggested hy
Dnvidson's work. In addition, visuospatial problem solving is known 10 he highly
correlnted to nbility in higher malhemntics, yet despite a nmuher of studies thnt
have demonstrated this correlation, no programs have been estnhlished to disco\'Cr
how these visuomotor subroutines nrc set up initially. Such question!'; might lead
to a more precise definition of cognition, one thnt rel:lte!'; more directly to sOl11e
innate competence for abstract reasoning or problem solving thnt is independcnt
of sensorimotor skills but that cannot be demonstrated unlcs~ thesc l'kills :lrc in
place. This definition would imply that there is some truth in the notion of Spearman's "G" factor, nn inherent ability to find "intelligent" solutions, irrc~pecti\'c (If
the mcans by which thcse solutions arc obtnincd.
Many of the exnmplcs citcd enrlier arc negative cases that :Ire inlended to hir.hlight those situations in which a stnge model would be less viable than :I contillllOllS
transformational model. However, most children proceed through their {'dllcntional experience without depriv:ltion, even of piano lessons! The question ~till
rell1nins. especially when dcaling with Piaget's fll1al stnge oflogicnl operations. \\'h:1I
weight to plnce upon experience ns opposed to nellrnl matnrntion. Pinget nlll!
Inhclder were insistent Ihat bulh were cqually importnnt in their discu!';~ion oflogical opemtions. Yet they 11:Id considemble difficulty in reconciling thec;{' two
domnins. This struggle is highlighted in the following quot:llion.

Given that in our society lhe 7-8 year old child (with very rare e~crp'ionc;) rallnnt
handle the structures whirh the 14-15 year old adolescent call handle ensily, rhe
reason must he th:lt the child docs not possess a rertain numher of coordinationc;
whose dates of developmenl arc determined hy stallC'c; of matnf:1tion. tn a slil!hlly
dilferent Ilerc;pertive, rhe lallke and r.rnnp c;lnrcturec; arc prnhahly ic;,'mllrphk wilh
neurological c;lnrrturec; nnd arc rertainly iC;olllOfphie wilh the c;tlllrlurCC; or thc·
mechanical models devised hy cyherneticc; in imitntion of the hrnin. For thcc;e reasons, it seems clear that lhe development of formal structures in adolrscence js
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Conclusion
In conclusion. we would like to suggest that Pingel's genetic epistemology provides
~ compelling set of constructs to nccount for developmental chnnge, especially in
terms of our more continuous cognitive specific state-transformational model.
Shins that occur in any cognitive process are produced by the self-orgnnizing and
autoregulatory properties of sensorimotor schemes. which by virtue of nction and
decentration cOllle to function as subsets in a new whole. Furthermore. biological
data indicnte thnt critical periods must be factored separately from concurrent
covariation among these self-organizing properties. It is likely that both multiple
transformationnl and multiple maturational processes are operating simultaneously and that this has been one of the reasons the data from studies on Piaget's
tasks have been so difficult to disentangle. What is clear. however, is that the continuous and recurring state-transformational process, cast in the framework of
genetic epistemology, applies at all nges and can account for cognitive growth.
The implications for human cognition beyond logical oper:ltions lead to a
restructuring of our thinking and research goals. First. are there critical or sensitive
periods aner childhood and what operations would they entail? So far the most
compelling evidence for early critical periods comes from extreme cases. We know
that permanent amblyopia can result from a sufficient absence of patterned light in
infancy and that language not only will fail to develop in the absence of another
species member, but cannot develop fully aOer a specific time period has elapsed.
From the limited number of cases that have been observed. it is possible that logical operations, involving advanced analytical thought. may not function in the
absence oflanguage. However, we know neither the timing parameters nor the precise critical period during which such profound errects can be produced. Furthermore. we cannot set up any research programs on humans that could answer such
questions. The importance of these abnormal phenomena is to alert us to the possibility that the efficiency of certain psychological processes may be dependent
upon the right input at the right time. This is not a new problem in educational
psychology, but the approach has been more by trial and error than by any rigorous
assessment of sensitive periods, and no one has explored the possibility of critical
or sensitive periods past puberty.
/\. less dramatic illustration of the impact of sensitive periods relates to skilled
performance. Certain high-level skills that we might consider indicative of cognitive ability, such as musical performance, arc closely tied to early critical periods.
It appears from a long history of training musicians that aptitude in performance
depends to a large degree upon an early commitment of certain neural structures
to specific motor routines (habits). If these skills are not acquired before the neural
networks are committed, then a facility in performance can rarely be obtained, no
matter how long practice continues. This might occur despite a high musical intelligence. The same situation applies to second-language learning, where early critical
periods playa role in the degree to which accuracy in perception and production
of speech can he developed. This ability declines rapidly aOer the age of six to ei~ht
years, when the phonemic structure of the primary language appears to coopt most
of the neural networks engaged in linguistic processing. Learning a second language
later in life appears to be more of an intellectual exercise, wherein conscious anal-
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linked to maturation of cerebral structures. However, the exact form of linkage is
f.,r from simple, since the organization of formal structures must depend on the
social milieu as well.-Moreover the history of formal struetures is linked to the
evolution of culture and collective representations as well as their ontogenetie history.-Thus the age of 11-12 years may be, beyond the neurological factors, a product of a progressive acceleration of individual development under the innuence of
education and perhaps nothing stands in the way ora further reduction of the average age in a more or less distant future.
In sum, far from being a source of fUlly elaborated "innate ideas," the maturation of the nervous system can do no more than determine the totality of possibilities and impossibilities at a given stage. ,A particular social environment rem:lins
indispensable for the re:llization of these'possibilities. It follows that their re:lliz:Ition c:ln be accelerated or ret:lrded as a function of cultuml :lnd cduc:ltion:ll conditions. This is why the growth of form:lf thinking :IS well :IS the :lge :It which adolescence itself occurs-i.e., the :lge at which the individll3l sl:lrts to :lssurne adult
roles-remain dependent on social as much as and more than on neurological
factors.
For, if the soci:ll milieu is rC:llly to innuencc individu:ll bmins, they h:lve 10 be
in a Slate of rC:ldiness to assimilate its contributions. So we corne h:lck to the need
for some degree of l1l:lturation of individual cerebral mechanisms (Inhelder & Pi:lget, 1958, pp. 336-338).
Unless one were to assume that, following adolescence, which Inhelder and Piaget have charactcrized as extending from puberty to the late teens, a new neurological departure took place, one must conclude that at the point oflogical operations,
the ultimate structure of cognitive operations is in place. In fact, their description
of the final form of logical operations as the capacity for deductive and inductive
reasoning is scarcely a commonly applied aptitude even in the adult members of
any society. Indeed, whenever a totally novel problem is encountered, this inductive reasoning is brought to bear only at the conclusion of a sequence of prior operations, such as discrimination, categorization, and so forth, which constitute the
application of sensorimotor strategies and concrete operations. The greater the
amount of information acquired through past experience, the faster and more nexibly this sequence will be performed.
Therefore, it appears that what is beyond logical operations are processes of
lateral extension rather than forward extension in terms of the available intellectual
tools. Such a lateral extension makes possible greater powers of reasoning by virtue
ofa larger matrix of available skills and knowledge. In short, what is beyond logical
operations is simply more of the same.

Appendix
naerbel Inhelder was kind enough to read our chaptcr in two versions. She made
three specific comments, which support the theme we are developing:
I. Piaget wrote in 1975 a major hook titled 71,(, I~q/l;librat;o" (!fCoglI;t;"(' St,."canslated by T. Brown and K. TIHlmpy. Chicago: University of Chicago
which he developcd a dynamic conception of equilibration through
ee compensatory mechanisms (labeled as Alpha, neta,

Gamma). Thus, Ihe shin lowards a view closer 10 thaI of Prigoginc (i.e., slahilily
far from equilihrium) comes more easily. In facI, on his 80lh birthday in 1976
Piaget's thinking was relaled 10 that of Prigogine, Paul Weiss, and olhers. This scI
of interchanges was published in Epi.ftcmolog;r Gelletiqur rt Equilihratio/l edilrd
by Inhelder (Neufchatel and Paris: Dc1achaux et Niesllc, 1977).
2. Inhelder stales that her epigenetic model is clearly an interaclive one: holh
biology and culture interweave to form slages in development:
In sum, cognilive progress as observed in our learning research, cannot be inlcrpreled according to a maluralionisl modd or according 10 an cmpiricisl Iheory.
Since neilher eXlernal faclors nor purely inlernal faclors nre llllfficient hy Ihcmsclves
10 explain Ihe dynamics ofacquisilion ofknowledge, and sincr Ihere is no absolule
beginning, only a modclthat renects the eonlinuity between thr biological gcnesis
and the development of the cognilive funclions is appropriate. Such a l1Iodel is provided by the concept of an epigenetic system where each new slale incorporatrs Ihe
preceding ones, and where the innuenceof environment becomes progressively
more important.

3. " ... according to my (Inhelder's] slill unpublished resulls it secms qucslionable as to whether microgenesis (the completil!)n of a cognitive acl) is in some (nontrivial) sense simply a foreshortened macrogenesis."
We look forward to the publication of Inhelder's results on Ihe process of
microgenesis.

Note
J. The example remains pun.ling. One of the most interesting results in Inhelder's ellllcriments is that a task given at one age and solvcd at thaI age wilh a cognitive slratcgy appropriale 10 that age, when given" at a later age with no inlervening practice. is immcdiatcly
solved wilh a "more advanced" slrategy. Is this the result of a change in agc or of concurrcnt
ellpcrience1 Piaget and Inhelder hoth fcltthal it is age relaled but f.,i1ed to make a good casc
for this.

